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On self and mutual winding helicity

Simon Candelaresia, Gunnar Hornigb, David MacTaggart1a, Radostin D. Simiteva

aSchool of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8SQ, UK
bDivision of Mathematics, University of Dundee, Dundee, DD1 4HN, UK

Abstract

The topological underpinning of magnetic fields connected to a planar boundary is nat-
urally described by field line winding. This observation leads to the definition of winding
helicity, which is closely related to the more commonly calculated relative helicity. Wind-
ing helicity, however, has several advantages, and we explore some of these in this work.
In particular, we show, by splitting the domain into distinct subregions, that winding he-
licity can be decomposed naturally into “self” and “mutual” components and that these
quantities can be calculated, in practice, for magnetic fields with complex geometries
and topologies. Further, winding provides a unified topological description from which
known expressions for self and mutual helicity can be readily derived and generalized. We
illustrate the application of calculating self and mutual winding helicities in a simulation
of an evolving magnetic field with non-trivial field line topology.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Classical helicity

Magnetic helicity is an invariant quantity of ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
that encodes information about the topology of magnetic field lines. The initial under-
standing of magnetic helicity was developed for closed magnetic fields [1, 2]. In a simply
connected domain Ω (see [3] for extensions to multiply connected domains), the magnetic
helicity has the form

H =

∫
Ω

A ·B dV, (1)

where B is the magnetic induction (hereafter referred to as the magnetic field) and A is
the magnetic vector potential, satisfying B = ∇×A. If B · n = 0 on ∂Ω, where n is the
unit normal to ∂Ω, H from equation (1) is gauge invariant.

The topological interpretation of H can be seen by writing the vector potential in
terms of the Biot-Savart operator [2, 4, 5],

A(x) =
1

4π

∫
Ω

B(y)× x− y

|x− y|3
d3y. (2)
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Substituting equation (2) into equation (1) leads to

H =
1

4π

∫
Ω×Ω

B(x) ·B(y)× x− y

|x− y|3
d3xd3y, (3)

which is a representation of the Gauss linking number weighted by magnetic flux.
Let Ω = tiΩi ⊂ R3, i.e. Ω is composed of disjoint subdomains Ωi. In each subdomain

there is a magnetic field Bi with Bi ·n = 0 on ∂Ωi. For demonstration purposes, we will,
for the moment, consider just two disjoint subdomains. Let B1 be in Ω1 and B2 be in
Ω2. With B = B1 + B2 in Ω = Ω1 t Ω2, equation (3) can be expanded as (see [24])

HΩ1tΩ2(B) = HΩ1(B1) +HΩ2(B2) + 2H(B1,B2), (4)

where the first two terms on the right-hand side of equation (4) are given by equation
(3) in the domains Ω1 and Ω2 respectively, and

H(B1,B2) =
1

4π

∫
Ω1×Ω2

(
B1(x)×B2(y) · x− y

|x− y|3

)
d3xd3y. (5)

The quantities HΩ1
and HΩ2

are called the self helicities and depend on the internal
magnetic field topology as well as the domain topology [3]. Equation (5) represents the
mutual helicity which takes into account the linkage of different subdomains. Indeed, in
Moffatt’s seminal work on helicity, it was the mutual helicity of magnetic (and vortex)
fields that he described.

1.2. Relative helicity

For magnetic fields which are not closed but have a non-zero normal component on
the domain boundary, the classical helicity in equation (1) is no longer gauge invariant.
In order to have a gauge invariant form of helicity in this situation, we have to consider
a relative measure of helicity that compares two different magnetic fields with the same
normal components on the boundary. Let B1 and B2 be such magnetic fields, then the
gauge invariant relative magnetic helicity [6, 7] is given by

HR =

∫
Ω

(A1 + A2) · (B1 −B2) d3x, (6)

where A1 and A2 are the vector potentials of B1 and B2 respectively. This measure of
helicity has been used extensively in solar active region applications [9, 19]. Although
gauge invariant decompositions of relative helicity have been proposed [8], there is no
general self-mutual decomposition for relative helicity as for classical helicity in (4). This
is an important point, particularly with respect to what is reported in the literature,
which we will return to shortly. First, we describe an alternative measure of helicity for
open magnetic fields which does admit a self-mutual decomposition.

2. Winding helicity

Henceforth, Ω will represent a simply connected domain between two horizontal planes
at heights z = 0 and z = h. On these planes the magnetic field can have B · n 6= 0. The
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Figure 1: A projection looking down vertically on a horizontal plane Sz with the intersection of two
field lines marked by blue and red points. The horizontal position vectors x and y of these points are
indicated, together with the polar angle θ of x− y.

side boundaries (any boundaries other than the two planes) will be magnetic surfaces. In
what follows, the results still hold if the horizontal planes are also magnetic surfaces. Each
disjoint subdomain of Ω is labelled Ωi and has a magnetic surface as its boundary apart
form where it is in contact with the horizontal planes. Subdomains can be connected to
one, two or neither of the planes. The subdomains can be simply connected (no holes)
or multiply connected (contain holes).

Rather than seeking a general gauge invariant measure of helicity, we choose one with
a particular gauge that provides a clear topological interpretation (just as the Coulomb
gauge, with the Biot-Savart operator, does for classical helicity). We call this measure of
helicity winding helicity [10, 11, 12, 13] since it represents the average pairwise winding
between all local portions of field lines, weighted by magnetic flux.

Definition 1. The winding gauge AW satisfies ∇⊥·AW = 0, where ∇⊥ = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y, 0)T

and can be written as

AW (B)(x1, x2, z) =
1

2π

∫
Sz

B(y1, y2, z)×
x− y

|x− y|2
d2y, (7)

where Sz is a horizontal slice of Ω at height z, x = (x1(z), x2(z), 0)T and y = (y1(z), y2(z), 0)T .

The position vectors x and y lie on horizontal planes at different heights throughout Ω,
so the above notation should be interpreted as: given some height z, there are horizontal
vectors x(z) and y(z) pointing to magnetic field lines intersecting the horizontal plane
at height z. This situation is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that field lines need not be
monotonically increasing in height and can intersect the same plane in multiple locations.
A detailed comparison of the winding gauge with alternative gauges has been performed
by Prior and Yeates [10], who highlight the advantage of the winding gauge.

The winding gauge is then used to construct the winding helicity as follows.

Definition 2. The winding helicity is defined as

HW =

∫
Ω

AW ·B d3x =
1

2π

∫ h

0

∫
Sz×Sz

B(x) ·B(y)× x− y

|x− y|2
d2x d2y dz. (8)
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In order to simplify the notation, the fact that the vectors x and y vary in z will be
suppressed and assumed implicitly. This should not cause confusion as the integrals
are performed in horizontal planes first (each with a different value of z) and are then
integrated in height.

Notice the similarities between (2) and (7) and (3) and (8). Prior and Yeates [10]
prove that the winding helicity can be expressed directly in terms of the winding of field
lines, i.e.

HW =
1

2π

∫ h

0

∫
Sz×Sz

dθ(x,y)

dz
Bz(x)Bz(y) d2xd2y dz, (9)

where θ(x,y) is the polar angle of x− y and is given by

θ(x,y) = arctan

[
(x− y) · ey
(x− y) · ex

]
, (10)

where {ex, ey, ez} is the standard Cartesian basis. It is from equation (9) that the
winding interpretation of helicity is made clear.

Winding helicity has a close relationship to relative helicity and Prior and Yeates [10]
also derive the following result.

Lemma 1. Let B and B′ be two magnetic fields in Ω with the same normal components
on the boundary. Then the relative and winding helicities are related by

HR(B,B′) = HW (B)−HW (B′). (11)

3. Helicity decomposition

We are now in a position to state our main result - the decomposition of winding
helicity into self and mutual components.

Theorem 1. The winding helicity in the domain Ω = tiΩi satisfies the decomposition

HW =
∑
i

HW
i +

∑
i,j

(i6=j)

HW
ij , (12)

where the self helicities are

HW
i =

1

2π

∫ h

0

∫
Sz∩Ωi×
Sz∩Ωi

dθ(x,y)

dz
Bz(x)Bz(y) d2x d2y dz, (13)

and the mutual helicities are

HW
ij =

1

2π

∫ h

0

∫
Sz∩Ωi×
Sz∩Ωj

dθ(x,y)

dz
Bz(x)Bz(y) d2x d2y dz, (14)

and satisfy HW
ij = HW

ji . In equation (13), the position vectors x and y refer to different
points in the same subdomain Sz ∩ Ωi. In equation (14), the position vectors x refer to
points in Sz ∩ Ωi and the position vectors y refer to those in Sz ∩ Ωj.
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Proof. The proof follows from the winding gauge having similar properties to the Coulomb
gauge (the Biot-Savart operator). We first show that AW is symmetric by considering
two different fields B1 and B2. Now∫

Ω

AW (B1) ·B2 dV

=
1

2π

∫ h

0

∫
Sz×Sz

B2(x) · B1(y)× (x− y)

|x− y|2
d2y d2xdz

= − 1

2π

∫ h

0

∫
Sz×Sz

B1(y) · B2(x)× (x− y)

|x− y|2
d2y d2x dz

=
1

2π

∫ h

0

∫
Ω

B1(y) · B2(x)× (y − x)

|y − x|2
d2xd2y dz

=

∫
Ω

AW (B2) ·B1 dV (15)

From the linearity of integration and the above operations on vectors (scalar and vector
products), it follows that AW is linear in the sense that∫

Ω

AW (B1 + B2) ·B dV =

∫
Ω

AW (B1) ·B dV +

∫
Ω

AW (B2) ·B dV. (16)

With properties (15) and (16), we can now decompose the winding helicity as∫
Ω

AW

(∑
i

Bi

)
·
∑
i

Bi dV =
∑
i

∫
Ωi

AW (Bi) ·Bi dV +
∑
i,j

(i6=j)

∫
Ωi∪Ωj

AW (Bi) ·Bj dV.

(17)
The integrals in the first and second terms on the right-hand side of equation (17) cor-
respond to equations (13) and (14) respectively. The derivation of equations (13) and
(14) now proceeds almost exactly as in [10] and will be omitted for brevity. The only
difference that we need to consider here is the domain of integration. For the self helic-
ity, only the magnetic field of one subdomain Ωi is needed and, when determining AW ,
the intersection of this domain with the plane Sz is required. For the mutual helicity,
we require the fields in two subdomains Ωi and Ωj and their intersection with Sz for
calculating the winding gauge. Finally, from property (15), it follows immediately that
HW
ij = HW

ji .

4. Relationship to previous work on relative helicity

Previous works [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] have developed self-mutual decomposition formu-
lae, analogous to equation (12), for thin discrete flux tubes. These formulae are highly
appealing as they reduce complicated helicity calculations to simple problems of Eu-
clidean geometry. Theorem 1 generalizes these previous results, allowing self and mutual
helicities to be found in domains that are more complicated than discrete tubes. For
example, equations (13) and (14) can be applied to subdomains that are multiply con-
nected, i.e. contain holes. It will be shown below that previous results can be derived
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z = 0

z = h

Figure 2: An illustration of two discrete flux tubes monotonically increasing in the z-direction between
two horizontal planes. Each tube has internal field line structure leading to self helicity. The winding of
the flux tubes around each other leads to mutual helicity.

from our more general setup, which depends on magnetic winding [13] as the underlying
topological structure. This opens a more direct and coherent way of deriving previ-
ously known results, in addition to providing a practical approach to calculating self and
mutual helicities in subdomains with complex geometries and topologies.

At the end of Section 1, we stated the relative helicity, in the form of equation (6), does
not possess a self-mutual decomposition like classical helicity. This statement appears
to contradict previous works [14, 15, 16, 17, 18], for which self-mutual decomposition
formulae have been found for relative helicity. However, our work and theirs can be
unified by taking into account some basic considerations. Berger [14] first derived the
self and mutual helicity formulae for magnetic flux tubes between two planes. In this
work, he assumes that the relative helicity can be written in the form of equation (9).
Although this is formally correct, it comes with a caveat. From Lemma 1, if winding
and relative helicities are to be equated then the winding helicity of the reference field
B′ must be zero. Thus, in the literature, when self and mutual helicities are reported
with respect to relative helicity, this fact must be assumed implicitly.

4.1. Thin tube approximations

4.1.1. Monotonically increasing in height

As mentioned above, equations (13) and (14) reduce naturally to the self and mu-
tual helicity formulae used to approximate the (relative) helicity of thin and discrete
flux tubes [18]. To illustrate this, we will first consider the case where magnetic flux
tubes connecting the two planes are monotonically increasing in height [14, 15, 18]. An
illustration of this for two flux tubes is given in Figure 2.

Suppose that we have a thin flux tube Ωi for which dθ/dz only varies in height, i.e.
at a particular height z, the pairwise winding for all pairs of field lines is the same. The
self helicity (13) then reduces to

HW
i =

1

2π

∫ h

0

∫
Sz∩Ωi×
Sz∩Ωi

dθ(x,y)

dz
Bz(x)Bz(y) d2xd2y dz,
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=
1

2π

∫ h

0

dθ

dz
dz

∫
Sz∩Ωi×
Sz∩Ωi

Bz(x)Bz(y) d2xd2y,

= LselfΦ
2
i , (18)

where

Lself =
1

2π

∫ h

0

dθ

dz
dz (19)

is the winding of any pair of field lines in Ωi and

Φi =

∫
Sz∩Ωi

Bz(x) d2x, (20)

is the magnetic flux in the tube. The winding Lself depends on the internal twisting of
field lines and the writhe of the tube.

If another thin flux tube Ωj is present in Ω and obeys the same assumptions as Ωi,
then the mutual helicity becomes

HW
ij =

1

2π

∫ h

0

∫
Sz∩Ωi×
Sz∩Ωj

dθ(x,y)

dz
Bz(x)Bz(y) d2xd2y dz,

=
1

2π

∫ h

0

dθ

dz
dz

∫
Sz∩Ωi

Bz(x) d2x

∫
Sz∩Ωj

Bz(y) d2y,

= LmutualΦiΦj . (21)

Assuming that Ωi and Ωj are suitably thin in order to treat them as strings rather than
tubes, the mutual pairwise winding can be written as

Lmutual =
1

2π
[θ(z = h)− θ(z = 0)] +N, (22)

where N is the full number of rotations of Ωi about Ωj . Equations (18) and (21) can be
found, for example, in [18].

4.1.2. Both ends connected to the same plane

For the case of non-monotonically increasing flux tubes, such as those connected to the
same plane, a similar approach can be adopted to that described above. Now, however,
the concept of winding has to be generalized in order to account for magnetic field lines
that are not monotonically increasing in z. Each field line is split into monotonically
increasing (decreasing) segments and these are assigned positive (negative) weights to
account for their directions. Thus a generalized version of the pairwise winding, first
presented by Berger and Prior [20], can be defined as follows.

Definition 3. Let two field lines x and y have n and m distinct turning points respec-
tively, that is points where dxz/dz = 0 with x · ez = xz or dyz/dz = 0 with y · ez = yz.
Let x be partitioned into n+ 1 regions and y into m+ 1 regions so that curve sections xi
and yj share a mutual z-range [zmin

ij , zmax
ij ] in each region. The total winding is defined

as the sum of the weighted pairwise winding in each region,

L(x,y) =

n+1∑
i=1

m+1∑
j=1

σ(xi)σ(xj)

2π

∫ zmax
ij

zmin
ij

d

dz
θ(xi(z),yj(z)) dz, (23)

7



where σ(xi) is an indicator function marking where the curve section xi moves up or
down in z, i.e.

σ(xi) =

 1 if dxz/dz > 0,
−1 if dxz/dz < 0,
0 if dxz/dz = 0.

(24)

It is the generalized form of winding given in equation (23) that acts as the underlying
topological structure of winding helicity [10, 13]. This quantity, of course, reduces to
the standard winding formula (e.g. equation 19) when the field lines are monotonically
increasing in z.

We now consider a specific example to indicate how the thin tube approximation of
mutual helicity can be derived for two flux tubes anchored at the same planar bound-
ary. We present the derivation in two ways in order to show more clearly the winding
interpretation connected to previously derived helicity formulae. In our first approach,
we will calculate the winding of one flux tube relative to the footpoints of the other,
which requires a simpified geometric construction. In the second approach, which is
more general, we will calculate the full pairwise winding of both flux tubes. The purpose
of employing these two approaches is to show that the mutual helicity can have two
alternative geometric interpretations.

We begin by outlining the basic geometry required for both calculations. Figure
3 displays two semi-circular flux tubes connecting to the same horizontal plane. The

h1

α′1

h1

h2

α1 α2β1 β2

h1

Figure 3: An illustration of two discrete flux tubes α = α1 ∪ α2 and β = β1 ∪ β2 connected to the same
plane. These tubes have maximum heights of h1 and h2 respectively. The vertical line α′

1 is used for
the simplified calculation of winding, relative to a footpoint, instead of α1. A vertical projection of the
flux tubes, as seen from above, is shown in Figures 4 and 5.

turning points of the flux tubes are labelled with their heights h1 and h2. These points
divide the tubes into monotonically increasing/decreasing regions. The blue tube (with
flux Φi) is split into parts, α1 and α2 on either side of the turning point. Similarly, the
green tube (with flux Φj) is split into β1 and β2. Since h2 > h1, the part of the green tube
above h2 will not contribute to the winding and the helicity (it is effectively weighted
by zero magnetic flux). The upper boundary of where the green tube contributes to the
pairwise winding is indicated by the red dashed line at height h1.

Figure 3 also displays a vertical line α′1, of height h1, anchored at the footpoint of α1.
In the simplified calculation of winding, α′1 will be used instead of α1 (and, similarly, α′2,
which is not shown, instead of α2). Each vertical line inherits the same magnetic field
direction as its corresponding section of the flux tube.

With the basic geometry in place, we can now proceed to calculating the winding.
Using equation (23), this is done by comparing the winding of different sections of curves.
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We first focus on the simplified winding case and consider the pairings: (α′1, β1), (α′1, β2),
(α′2, β1) and (α′2, β2). Figure 4(a) displays the winding angles for each of the above
pairings.

α1

α2

β1

β2

θ4

θ3

θn2

θ1

θ2
θn1

(a)

ν

ρ
(b)

Figure 4: The winding angles of β relative to the footpoints of α. (a) shows the individual angles
described in the text. (b) shows the sum of angles, as described in other works such as [14, 18].

For the pairing (α′1, β1), we have σ(α′1) = σ(β1) = 1. The magnitude of the winding
angle is θ1 but since it is found by moving clockwise, the actual winding angle is −θ1.
Therefore, the winding of this part is L(α′1, β1) = −θ1/(2π). For the pairing (α′1, β2), we
now have σ(α′1) = 1 and σ(β2) = −1. Also, the magnitude of winding angle θ2 is found
by moving in the anti-clockwise direction and so the angle is equivalent to its magnitude.
Hence, the winding for this part is L(α′1, β2) = −θ2/(2π).

There is a gap between the regions of L(α′1, β1) and L(α′1, β2), indicated in Figure 4
by an angle of magnitude θn1. Some care needs to be taken when integrating up to the
point at height h2 as the angle θ undergoes a discontinuous jump at this point. There is
a contribution to the winding moving from α′1 to β1 along the red dashed line, where θ
jumps in value. This contribution is

L(jump) = − 1

2π

∫ β1

α′1

d

dz
θdz = − 1

2π
[θ]β1

α′1
= − 1

2π
θn1, (25)

where the negative sign takes account of the σ-weighting and the direction of the angle,
and the derivative is taken in the sense of distributions. Thus the total winding of
β = β1 ∪ {z = h1} ∪ β2 about α′1 is

L(α′1, β) = − 1

2π
(θ1 + θn1 + θ2) = − 1

2π
ν, (26)

where ν = θ1 + θn1 + θ2, as shown in Figure 4(b). By applying similar reasoning, we find

L(α′2, β) =
1

2π
(θ3 + θn2 + θ4) =

1

2π
ρ, (27)

where ρ = θ3 + θn2 + θ4. The mutual helicity is found by adding these windings together
and multiplying by the fluxes (assigning α′ the flux Φi as it represents the footpoint of

9



α),

HW
ij =

1

2π
(ρ− ν)ΦiΦj . (28)

This is the thin-tube formula for the mutual helicity of two non-crossing tubes that can
be found in several works [14, 18]. It is straightforward to check that Hji = Hij by
perfoming the above procedure but starting from β. The calculation is simpler than the
one above since the boundary point between α1 and α2 does not require the consideration
of a ‘winding jump’. Simple Euclidean geometry then shows that the two mutual helicities
are equivalent (as described in [14]). This approach shows that the geometrical meaning
of the mutual helicity in equation (28) can be interpreted as the winding of one of the
flux tubes about the footpoints of the other.

θa

θb

θcθd

α1

α2

β1

β2

Figure 5: The winding angles of β relative to α1 for the pairwise winding calculation. All angles shown
are between dashed lines emanating directly from α1 or between a dashed line and α.

Proceeding to our alternative approach, Figure 5 displays the winding angles for the
full pairwise winding calculation L(α1, β), using equation (23). It is straightforward to
identify, taking into account the direction of the changing angle and the σ-weightings of
the curve sections, that L(α1, β1) = [(θc + θd) − (θa + θb)]/(2π), L(jump) = −θc/(2π)
and L(α1, β2) = (θb − θd)/(2π). Summing these terms, we find that

L(α1, β) = − 1

2π
θa = − 1

2π
ν. (29)

We thus find the same result as equation (26). Performing a similar calculation for
L(α2, β) reproduces equation (27). Therefore, equation (28) can be interpreted as de-
pending on the winding of one tube about the footpoints of the other, as we showed first,
or in terms of the more general description of the pairwise winding of the two tubes.

5. Self and mutual helicity flux

The self and mutual helicities that we have considered until now are determined in
a three-dimensional spatial domain (containing a magnetic field) at a particular instant
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in time. However, the concept of mutual and self helicities can also be extended to
the temporal winding of field lines, an area that has received attention in other areas
of fluid dynamics [25]. In particular, the mutual/self decomposition can be extended
to treat magnetic helicity flux through a planar boundary - a quantity calculated in
a domain with two spatial dimensions and one temporal. The time-integrated flux of
relative helicity through a planar boundary P (see, for example, [11, 12, 21]) is given by

HP
R = − 1

2π

∫ T

0

∫
P×P

dθ(x,y)

dt
Bz(x)Bz(y) d2xd2y dt, (30)

where the integration takes place in the time period t ∈ [0, T ]. There is a clear similarity
between equations (30) and (9), with one converting to the other via the transformation
[0, h] ↔ [T, 0]. The relative helicity through the plane HP

R can also be written as the
winding helicity of a particular vector in Ωt, which is the same domain as Ω but with
the vertical dimension replaced by time, i.e. a domain built from stacking planes P
at different times for t ∈ [0, T ] rather than stacking slices Sz for z ∈ [0, h]. Vectors
in this domain have the basis {ex, ey, et}, where the last unit vector represents the
‘time dimension’. The topological interpretation of magnetic helicity flux is important
to consider as often it is this quantity that can be determined in practice rather that the
full three-dimensional helicity, such as in solar observations [21].

Theorem 2. The winding helicity of the divergence-free vector C = E×et +Bzet in Ωt

is equal to minus the time-integrated helicity flux through a horizontal plane P , where E
is the electric field of ideal MHD and Bz = B · ez (both measured on P ).

Proof. We first show that C is divergence-free. In Ωt, the divergence operator can be
written as

div =
∂

∂x
+

∂

∂y
+
∂

∂t
. (31)

Then, making use of Faraday’s law,

div C =
∂Ey
∂x
− ∂Ex

∂y
+
∂Bz
∂t

=

(
∇×E +

∂B

∂t

)
z

= 0. (32)

We now show that C = E×et+Bzet. After differentiating θ(x,y) in equation (10) with
respect to t and performing some simple manipulations, it can be shown that

d

dt
θ(x(t),y(t)) =

1

|r|2

(
r1

dr2

dt
− r2

dr1

dt

)
, (33)

where r = x − y with r1 = x1 − y1 and r2 = x2 − y2. As the magnetic field emerges
through or moves laterally on P , the evolution of a vector x to a point where a field line
intersects P is given by

dx

dt
= uP − uz

Bz
BP , (34)
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where u is the velocity field and uP and BP are the projections onto P of the velocity
and magnetic fields respectively [21]. Inserting equation (34) into equation (33) leads to

d

dt
θ(x(t),y(t)) =

1

|r|2

[
r1

(
Ey(x)

Bz(x)
− Ey(y)

Bz(y)

)
− r2

(
Ex(x)

Bz(x)
− Ex(y)

Bz(y)

)]
, (35)

where E = −u×B.
Writing the vector C in terms of projections parallel to P , CP , and perpendicular to

P , Ctet, we follow the procedure in [10] to find

AW [B(x)] ·B(y) =
1

2π

∫
P

(
CP (x)

Ct(x)
− CP (y)

Ct(y)

)
· et × r

|r|2
Ct(x)Ct(y) d2y. (36)

Since et × r = (−r2, r1, 0)T , a comparison of equations (35) and (36) reveals that the
components of C are Cx = Ey, Cy = Ex and Ct = Bz. In other words,

C = E× et +Bzet (37)

and ∫
Ωt

AW (C) ·C dV = −HP
R . (38)

Corollary 1. The time-integrated helicity flux has a self-mutual decomposition for Ωt =
tiΩti,

HP
R =

∑
i

HP
Ri +

∑
i,j

(i6=j)

HP
Rij , (39)

where the self helicities are

HP
Ri = − 1

2π

∫ T

0

∫
P∩Ωt

i
×

P∩Ωt
i

d

dt
θ(x,y)Bz(x)Bz(y) d2x d2y dt, (40)

and the mutual helicities are

HP
Rij = − 1

2π

∫ T

0

∫
P∩Ωt

i
×

P∩Ωt
j

d

dt
θ(x,y)Bz(x)Bz(y) d2xd2y dt, (41)

and satisfy HP
Rij = HP

Rji.

The proof of Corollary 1 is very similar to that of Theorem 1 and is omitted for
brevity. Similar to Theorem 1, the position vectors x and y point to locations in the
same subdomain for self helicity, but in different subdomains for mutual helicity. As
indicated by the existence of a self-mutual decomposition, there is a deep connection
between winding and helicity flux. This connection is explored in detail in [11, 12, 13].
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6. Simulation example

As a demonstration of the practical calculation of self and mutual winding helicities,
we apply equations (13) and (14) to the magnetic field described in [22]. The mag-
netic field consists, originally, of three domed subdomains where the magnetic field only
connects to the lower plane (closed field lines). Outside of these domed regions, there
is a subdomain where the magnetic field connects from the lower to the upper bound-
ary (open field lines). This magnetic field structure can be seen in Figure 6(a). The
magnetic field is deformed by applying a horizontal flow on the lower plane, which is a
time-periodic driver. The driver causes the deformation of the domes and the transfer
of twist upwards into the domain, see Figure 6(b). Reconnection (dome to dome and
dome to open field) leads to the number of domes changing over time, until they are
completely destroyed. Full details of the setup and evolution can be found in [22]. Here
we will focus on describing the magnetic field evolution with reference to self and mutual
winding helicity.

At each time step, we determine the locations of the open and closed subdomains
by simply plotting numerous field lines, which gives us a good estimate of the open-
closed field boundaries. We calculate, by means of equations (13) and (14), the self
winding helicity of the open subdomain HO

self , the self winding helicity of the combined
closed subdomains HC

self , the total mutual winding helicity of the open subdomain with
all the closed subdomains HOC

mutual and the total mutual winding helicity of the closed
subdomains HC

mutual. Figure 7 displays the time series for all the helicities listed above.
The driver on the lower boundary of the domain twists the magnetic field over a period
of t = 32. Positive (anticlockwise) and negative (clockwise) twists are applied in an
alternating fashion.

There is an initial positive twist which acts to deform two of the domed regions. This
leads to an increase in the self helicity HC

self of the closed magnetic field. Due to the
nature of the driver applied [22], the mutual helicity HC

mutual remains very small. At
t ≈ 23, reconnection causes a transference of the self helicity HC

self in the domes to a
sharp increase in the mutual heilcity between the domes HC

mutual. The open field lines
are also deformed, both directly by the driver and by the deformation of the domes.
There is a large input of HO

self , whose negative values indicate that, overall, the open
field lines are winding in the opposite sense to those in the domes. As both the open
and domed subdomains deform, the mutual helicity HOC

mutual between them also increases.
The discrepancy in the size of the helicities in the open and closed subdomains can be
put down to how the field lines are connected in these domains. The closed field lines
have high curvature, and so have high magnetic tension. It is more difficult to deform
these regions and increase the winding of field lines compared to the open subdomain,
where the tension of field lines is much weaker.

Subsequent twists by the driver lead to cyclic behaviour in all of the helicities. Only
HO

self increases in magnitude with time, whereas the rest decrease to zero by t ≈ 150,
when the domes cease to exist. Hence the decay of all the helicities involving the closed
subdomains. The twist injected into the domain by the driver transfers more and more
to the open field. After the destruction of the domes, the open field occupies the entire
domain.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Magnetic field line plots for the simulation example. Blue field lines are open, while red are
closed. We show the initial configuration in panel (a) and the configuration at time t = 50 in panel (b).

7. Conclusions

We have shown that the winding helicity representation of relative helicity, for mag-
netic fields between two horizontal planes, allows for a self-mutual decomposition, similar
to that of classical helicity. Our results generalize previous expressions for the self and
mutual relative helicity of thin and discrete flux tubes. We further show that the self-
mutual decomposition can be extended to a space-time domain, thus showing that helicity
flux can also have such a decomposition. We illustrate the practical calculation of self
and mutual helicity in a resistive MHD simulation.

Our self-mutual helicity decomposition is based on winding helicity. Thus, the un-
derlying (field line) topological structure of both self and mutual helicity is the average
pairwise winding of magnetic field lines. In other studies, such as [23], self (relative)
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Figure 7: Time evolution of the self and mutual helicities from the test simulation consisting of initially
three separatrix domes that are being periodically driven in time. The deformation of domes leads to
their destruction at t ≈ 150, when all of the helicity is due to the open magnetic field.

helicities can be found in subdomains, but they require reference magnetic fields to be
calculated in these subdomains. Depending on the topology of the subdomain itself, this
approach can be challenging to apply in practice and make understanding the field line
topology, based on the relative helicity, difficult. Winding helicity avoids these problems
and gives a clear interpretation for the field line topology in every subdomain. This prop-
erty is expected to be important in the analysis of models of solar coronal mass ejections,
where self and mutual winding helicities can be used to understand, and perhaps predict,
the development and onset of eruptions (see [26] for a typical set-up). The application of
self and mutual winding helicities to solar eruptions will be developed in future research.
Due to the expressions of self and winding helicity being relatively simple to calculate,
we expect these to become a useful tool in the analysis of magnetic topology in MHD
simulations.
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